
The Princes’ Kingdom
What is your prince’s name? How old is your prince? (d6)

What are your prince’s strong  
qualities? (d8)

What are your prince’s troublesome  
qualities? (d4)

With whom does your prince have 
a strong relationship? (d8)

With whom does your prince have 
a troublesome relationship? (d4)

What stuff does your prince carry?

Unused strong relationships:

Unused troublesome relationships:

The Laws
Do not be violent. That 
is, don’t go around hitting 
people for no good reason.
Do not cheat other people, 
steal from others, or willfully 
cause harm to other people’s 
stuff.
If you are paid to do a job, 
do it. If someone does a 
job for you, pay them a fair 
wage.
Everyone in a family should 
live up to their role in the 
family. Parents should keep 
care of their children, and 
children should help their 
parents.

Fallout types
Talking - d4
Physical - d6
Fighting - d8

Fallout sums
Any 1s - one growth fallout
1-7 - one short-term fallout
8-11 - one lasting fallout
12+ - two lasting fallout
16+ - hurt bad

Growth fallout
Add a new strong quality.
Change a troublesome qual-
ity to a strong quality.
Add a new strong relation-
ship with someone involved 
in the scene.
Change a troublesome rela-
tionship to a strong relation-
ship.
Add a new belonging.

Short-term fallout
For the next struggle, you 
roll dice as though you were 
a year younger.
Add a new troublesome 
quality for the next struggle.
Lose a quality for the next 
struggle.
Gain a troublesome relation-
ship with someone who was 
just in the struggle with you 
for your next struggle with 
them.
Lose your relationship with 
someone who was just in the 
struggle with you for your 
next struggle with them.
Your prince has to leave the 
scene and spend some time 
alone. 

Lasting fallout
Add a new troublesome 
quality.
Change a strong quality to a 
troublesome quality.
Lose a quality used in the 
struggle.
Add a new troublesome 
relationship.
Change a strong relationship 
to a troublesome relation-
ship.
Lose a relationship used in 
the struggle.
Make a belonging cruddy
Remove one belonging from 
your character sheet.
Write down how your 
prince’s cloak was damaged.  
If you need to, reduce its die 
size.


